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Abstract

In this paper, we studied the brain functional networks corresponding to the traditional 

multiple-block acupuncture task paradigm. Due to the complexity and sustainability seen during 

acupuncture, we wanted to investigate whether or not the effects during acupuncture are changing 

according to the multiple-block paradigm. We introduced the data driven method of independent 

component analysis (ICA) to identify brain functional networks activated during the course of 

acupuncture and to isolate different networks likely related to different aspects of the acupuncture 

experience. The comparisons between different resting states disclosed the discrepancies between 

the pre- and post-needling effects in the brain. Furthermore, the distinction between needle 

stimulation and the resting state indicated that there existed different functional brain networks. 

These results also portray time variability during the course of acupuncture.

Keywords: acupuncture; independent component analysis (ICA); functional brain network; fMRI
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Introduction

Acupuncture originated in ancient China as an alternative and complementary therapeutic 

intervention. It is gaining popularity in the Western world [1-3]. The development of imaging 

techniques, such as positron resonance imaging (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging 

(fMRI), have opened a ‘window’ into the brain that allows us to obtain an appreciation of the 

anatomy and physiological function involved during acupuncture in humans and animals 

non-invasively.

According to Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), acupuncture at specific acupoints is able to treat 

certain types of diseases. Cho et al. reported that acupuncture at vision-related acupoints in the foot, 

which are used to treat eye diseases in TCM, are activated the visual cortex bilaterally [4]. Zhang et 

al. demonstrated that electroacupuncture stimulation (EAS) at two pairs of acupoints in the same 

spinal segment evokes specific responses in brain images obtained with fMRI [5]. The studies of 

Hui et al. and Wu et al. on acupoint ST 36 showed significant modulatory effects on the limbic 

system, paralimbic and subcortical gray structures, while control stimulation showed strong 

activation mainly at the somatosensory cortex [6-8]. Kong et al. studied activation patterns evoked 

by manual and electroacupuncture, showing that electroacupuncture mainly produced fMRI signal 

increases in the precentral and postcentral gyri, inferior parietal lobule (IPL), and putamen/insula. 

Meanwhile, manual needle manipulation produced prominent decreases in fMRI signals in the 

posterior cingulated cortex (PCC), superior temporal gyrus (STG), and putamen/insula [9]. Yan et 

al. studied the effects of two different acupoints Liv3 and LI4 versus their sham points, which 

revealed that acupuncture at acupoints induces specific patterns of brain activity [10].

These previous acupuncture studies [4-10] were mainly based on multiple-block design and 
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fMRI data were analyzed using the whole block paradigm. However, from our analysis, we found

that the ‘on-state,’ during which needle manipulation was performed, consisted of three main 

components: mechanical stimulation due to needle manipulation, subject expectation of what they 

would experience and the actual acupuncture effects. Meanwhile, during the ‘off-state,’ in which 

manipulation ceases but the needle is still in, expectation and acupuncture effects still remained. 

There are still two effects during the ‘off-state’ as compared to the resting state before needle 

stimulation (RSBNS). Thus, we want to investigate whether or not the ‘off-state’ and the RSBNS 

share the same state level and brain functional networks. There also exist different components 

between the ‘on-state’ and ‘off-state,’ so we propose that there exist different functional brain 

networks within the two states and they should be analyzed separately.

Despite the effects existing during the ‘on-state’ and ‘off-state,’ the artifacts are secondary to 

subtle movements [11], machine noise [12], and cardiac and respiratory pulsations [13], which 

make up the bulk of variability in the measured fMRI signals. Therefore, we introduce the data 

driven method independent component analysis (ICA), which is being increasingly applied to fMRI 

data [14, 15]. ICA has several advantages as compared to other fMRI analysis methods including 

correlation and statistical parametric mapping (SPM) [16], in which the time courses and/or spatial 

extents of anticipated effects must be modeled explicitly prior to analysis. More recently, ICA was 

adapted to detect the entire default-mode network [17] rather than using an ROI-based approach. 

ICA is a statistical technique that separates a set of signals into independent-uncorrelated and 

non-Gaussian-spatiotemporal components [18]. ICA allows not only the removal of high- and 

low-frequency artifacts [19], but it also allows the isolation of task-related neural networks [19-22]. 

In this study, we used ICA to determine the three-dimensional brain topographies and time courses 
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of activations associated with spatially independent components that add up to the measured fMRI 

signals recorded during acupuncture. Our results suggest that ICA can be used effectively to extract 

functional networks based on acupuncture stimulation from the remaining components.

Materials and methods

The study was performed on 16 right-handed volunteers (8 males and 8 females), aged 

24.2+/-2.9 years. All subjects were acupuncture naïve and gave written informed consent as 

approved by the local Ethics Committee of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. All subjects were in 

accordance with the declaration of Helsinki.

There were two runs in our experiment. In run 1, real acupuncture was performed at point ST 

36 for 8 min. The needle was kept in the point for 1 min before manipulation, followed by three 

separate stimulation blocks S1, S2 and S3 as shown in Figure 1. In run 2, stimulation was at a 

non-meridian focus near ST 36 (approximately 2-3 cm distal lateral). Manipulation and needle 

depth were identical to run 1. The two runs were performed every other day, 24 hours apart. In this 

study we only analyzed the fMRI data from run 1. Because sham is the control, which is 

predominantly activated in the somatosensory cortex [6-8, 10], thus it is not possible for it to 

replicate the specific brain activity seen in acupoint stimulation.

The experiments were carried out in a 3T GE scanner. A gradient echo T2*-weighted sequence 

with in-plane resolution of 3.75 x 3.75 mm (TE 30ms, TR 1.5s, matrix 64 x 64, FOV 240 mm, flip 

angle 90 degrees) and a set of T1-weighted high-resolution structural images (TE 3.39ms, TR 2.7s,

matrix 256 x 256, FOV 256 mm, flip angle 7 degrees, in plane resolution 1 x 1 mm, slice thickness

1 mm) were acquired.

Data were preprocessed and analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping 5 (SPM5,
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http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). Images were corrected for movement using least square 

minimization without higher-order corrections for spin history (one subject was excluded because 

head movement was greater than 3 mm), and normalized [23] to the Montreal Neurological Institute 

(MNI) template. Images were then resampled every 3 mm using sinc interpolation and smoothed 

with a 6 mm Gaussian kernel to decrease spatial noise.

   The smoothed data were arranged into Group ICA of the fMRI Toolbox (GIFT, 

http://icatb.sourceforge.net/). Using the Informax ICA algorithm, the number of independent

components (ICs) separated by Group ICA was estimated to be 30 based on Akaike’s information 

criterion (AIC). The mean ICs of all the subjects, the corresponding mean time courses and ICs for 

each subject were obtained from Group ICA separation and back-reconstruction [20]. We then 

identified the task-related IC via a close correlation between corresponding mean time course over 

all the subjects and the task block time course. We obtained the two most critical components 

separately (|z|>2) [19-22]. One component was obviously attributed to artifacts or noise. Therefore, 

another one was chosen as the component to represent the effect according to the task paradigm. A 

one sample t-test (FDR, P=0.05, extent threshold k=20 voxels) was used to examine the group 

results for the identified IC of acupuncture. 

   This identified IC interacted as one functional network during acupuncture stimulation. The 

activated brain areas detected in the IC were defined as a template corresponding to the task 

paradigm. We also decomposed the five time periods: the RSBNS state, the first (S1) and second

(S2) stimulation blocks, and the first (R1) and second (R2) rest periods separately using Group ICA.

The number of ICs was estimated to be 20. The template was then used to select the “best-fit”

component of the five time periods above [24]. Simple t-tests (p<0.005) were used to examine the 

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
http://icatb.sourceforge.net/
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group results for the identified IC related to each of the different periods.

Results

The functional network of the RSBNS state (Fig. 2) is located in the bilateral frontal gyri 

(Brodmann areas (BA): BA 9/10/11), bilateral temporal gyri (BA 22/37), inferior and superior 

parietal lobules (BA 7/40), lateral pre- and postcentral gyri, the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) (BA 

24), parahippocampus (PHIPP), hippocampus (HIPP), lateral insula (BA 13), bilateral thalamus, 

precuneus (BA 7), caudate, culmen, declive and cuneus.

   The S1 stimulation time period evoked network (Fig. 2) includes the bilateral frontal gyri (BA 

10/11), lateral temporal gyri, inferior and superior parietal lobule (BA 7/40), pre- and postcentral 

gyri, lateral ACC (BA 32), bilateral PCC (BA 29/30), PHIPP, putamen, thalamus, tonsil, declive, 

pyramis, culmen and pons in the brainstem area. On the other hand, the network of the R1 period 

includes the bilateral frontal gyri (BA 10/11), STG (BA 39), lateral postcentral gyrus, precuneus, 

declive and pyramis.

   However, during the second needle manipulation and resting states, the ICA results (Fig. 2) 

indicated that they have almost the same functional network. It includes the bilateral frontal gyri, 

bilateral temporal gyri, IPL, the middle occipital gyri (MOG), pre- and postcentral gyri, ACC, 

PHIPP, insula, tonsil, pyramis, culmen, precuneus and cuneus. During the S2 state, the network also 

has the lateral PCC, caudate, putamen, and thalamus, while the network of R2 includes the superior 

parietal lobule (SPL) and pons.

Discussion

The ICA method can be used to identify spatially independent sources from linearly mixed fMRI

data [15]. The activated regions identified in one component were driven via a similar time course 
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and constituted a specific functional network [21]. The current results of ICA demonstrated the 

functional networks’ diversity as seen between RSBNS and the R1 and R2 states, and it also 

indicated that there existed different functional networks between the ‘on-state’ and ‘off-state.’

   The result of the RSBNS state network, which is located in the frontal and temporal gyri, was

consistent with a ventral/reorienting attention network [25], the SPL as well as the precuneus, both 

known to be active during spatial attention [26], while the pre- and postcentral gyri, ACC, and HIPP 

corresponded to the default mode network (DMN) [27]. The result of these activated areas is 

consistent with the resting-state networks (RSNs) [28]. During the R1 period, the functional 

network only included the frontal gyri, lateral STG, precuneus, lateral postcentral gyrus, ACC (BA 

24/32), declive and pyramis in the cerebellum. Compared to the RSBNS, the coactivation areas of 

the ACC and frontal gyri are more extensive during R1. The rostal part of the ACC, which is 

connected to the amygdala and the periaqueductal gray matter (PAG), modulates the internal 

emotional response to pain [29]. The frontal gyri are consistent with activations identified in 

previous human experimental neuroimaging studies of pain [30]. The different functional networks 

indicated that the baseline changed after the needle manipulation. During the ‘off-state,’ the 

remaining expectation and acupuncture effects as well as some of the lasting sensation to the needle 

stimulation modulated the functional brain network.

The functional network extracted from the S1 period is more complicated than the one in R1. 

Although they have the same area located in the frontal, temporal and parietal gyri, ACC, precuneus 

and postcentral gyrus, S1 still included the inferior and middle temporal gyri, precentral gyrus, PCC 

(BA 29/30), PHIPP, putamen, thalamus, tonsil, and culmen. The temporal gyri activation is known 

to be modulated by pain and noxious insults [31]. The putamen is known to be crucial for motor 
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activity [32]. The thalamus was identified in pain studies [30]. The postcentral is the SII area as well 

as the PHIPP, tonsil, and culmen in the cerebellum, which are involved in processing incoming 

sensory stimulation and high pain sensation of the subjects [30]. These different activation areas of 

the networks were critical in the analysis regarding the ‘on-state’ and ‘off-state.’

The discrepancy between R2 and S2 is less than that of R1 and S1. The functional network of 

R2 resembles S2. They both contain the most number of identical areas consisting of the bilateral 

frontal gyri, bilateral temporal gyri, IPL, MOG, pre- and postcentral gyri, ACC, PHIPP, insula, 

tonsil, pyramis, culmen, precuneus and cuneus. Only the PCC, caudate, putamen, and thalamus are 

still active in S2. Based on our analysis, we thought there existed different effects between the 

‘on-state’ and ‘off-state,’ in which subjects already experienced two needle stimulation blocks. We 

predicted that there still remains a lasting sensation to the mechanical stimulation except for 

expectation and acupuncture effects. Therefore, as the stimulation proceeds, we infer that the effects 

between the ‘on-state’ and ‘off-state’ are closer than before, and when acupuncture ceases, the 

effects can last for hours or days according to TCM theories.

Using the ICA method, we discovered a variety of resting state networks before and after 

needle manipulation, and the continuous changing of the resting state functional network during the 

experimental paradigm. The results indicated that real acupuncture effects are not being altered due 

to the multiple-block paradigm, because the resting state after needle stimulation did not return to 

the RSBNS state. Furthermore, the discrepancy between S1 and R1, and S2 and R2 showed that 

there exist different functional brain networks between the ‘on-state’ and ‘off-state.’ Instead, the 

networks of these two states are changing as the stimulation paradigm continues. 
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Figure Legends

Fig. 1 Anatomical locations of the stimulation point ST 36, nearby sham point and experimental paradigm. 

Fig. 2 The functional networks of RSBNS, R1, S1, S2 and R2 states.
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Figure 1

http://ees.elsevier.com/nsl/download.aspx?id=342302&guid=3b73e516-4661-4c9d-bb18-8ad05b0b5685&scheme=1
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Figure 2

http://ees.elsevier.com/nsl/download.aspx?id=342303&guid=a12cb899-03d3-4831-90ed-f6628fe9a9ec&scheme=1

